Turing Hut
Programming club of VNRVJIET
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Overview
Turing Hut is a Non profit organization. We are a group of people working together for
the improvement of programming culture of VNR VJIET

Goals
The club shall work towards promoting the greater cause of Computer Science in the community
by Orienting freshmen to the nature of Computer Science, organizing events, Creating
awareness about the opportunities to expand their knowledge and showcase their skills.
Uniting people with motivated interest to foster a culture of learning in the community with
regards to Computer Science.
Organizing Programming events at various tiers as deemed necessary on a continuous basis
for all its members while training them in the underlying concepts, best coding practices and
ethics; with an ultimate goal of promoting Competitive Programming under the motto
`Programming as a Sport` and `The Art of Programming`.

Proposed Activities
In order to achieve the goals of the club, we propose the following activities
❏ Periodic programming contests to maintain the coding culture of the club
❏ Weekly Sessions on Data Structures, Algorithms and other programming
concepts
❏ Annual inter collegiate programming contest - Turing Cup
❏ Online seminars on competitive programming with practice sessions
❏ Recruitment contest to recruit new members of Turing Hut
❏ Workshops on trending technologies
❏ Monthly progress review with a pre proposed agenda
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Progress till date :
●

Successfully conducting the proposed events on a regular basis since its establishment
(2017)

●

Annual inter collegiate coding competition (Turing Cup) has been one of the main
highlights

●

Each year, the club strives hard to find the right set of passionate members, and guides
them in domains of Data Structures, Algorithms and Competitive Coding. This is done
through a recruitment contest.

●

Turing Hut has had over 300+ students since its establishment

●

Conducted CodeFrenzy and Intramurals during Convergence, 2019.
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Team Details:
Student Coordinators

Nimmi Agarwal

Juvva Gnana
Deepak

Sindhuja Ponnuru

Abhigyan Kola

Faculty Coordinators

Mrs. B.V Kiranmayee

Mrs S. Nagini

Mrs V. Baby

